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WHAT SETS US APART

1. PIONEER INGENUITY — Extendobed invented and patented the first telescoping truck bed slide 27 years ago.
2. UNBELIEVABLE EXTENSION — Experience over 100% extension with our units.
3. INCREDIBLE CAPACITY — Our units have from 1000 to 3000lb load limits.
4. HEAVY DUTY ASSEMBLY — Extendobeds are assembled with all steel frames and high capacity roller bearings.
5. INDUSTRIAL DURABILITY — The first Extendobed produced is still operating in the field after 27 years of use.
6. UNIQUE CUSTOM DESIGN — Our units not only fit your specific vehicle, but they fit your distinctive needs.
7. TIME SAVING ABILITY — Unload and load your unit in minutes with a forklift or by hand.
8. SAFE ACCESSIBILITY — Reach tools, equipment, and supplies without having to climb into your vehicle.
9. AMAZING ORGANIZATION CAPABILITY — Our units provide efficient use of your vehicle with equipment storage.
10. INTELLIGENT INVESTMENT — You get what you pay for and your Extendobed will last as long as you need it.
11. SIMPLE TRANSFERABILITY — You will have the ability to transfer the unit from one vehicle to the next
12. UNWAVERING COMMITMENT — All of our slides are manufactured in the USA.

EXTENDOBED
LOOKS TOUGH. WORKS TOUGHER.

www.extendobed.com
Call 208.853.8503 or Toll Free 800.752.0706
Extended bed slideouts make emergency situations more manageable. Whether you are a chief or a first responder, your specific needs will be met by our slideouts. Extended bed units put essential equipment at your fingertips, making you more organized and efficient. Our units store your gear in designated compartments and give you instant access to it. Our command centers keep you organized and make rapid coordination and accountability possible. Extended bed slideouts provide access to power, radios, and other equipment you may need in emergency situations. Our slide-out command stations and rescue units are an economical way to create superior utility in any vehicle.

**COMMAND CENTERS**

**ALBEMARLE**  Center includes:
- Sloped upper platform with containment caging and fold-down gate
- Safety screen and fold-down work table
- (2) Dry-erase fold-down tables

**ASHEVILLE**  Center includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with safety screen & center partition
- Dry-erase magnetic reversible map board and support screen
- Picture shows optional bookcase enclosure and fold-down table

**FDIG (FIRE) Center includes**:
- Slide-out mounting wall with enclosure and containment caging
- (1) Easel board with storage rack/compartment and pencil tray
- Reversible dry-erase magnetic map board
- Standard file drawer and passenger side drawer
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- Bookcase and radio compartment

**FOUR SEASONS**  Center includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with containment caging and safety screen
- Passenger’s side drawer with slam latch
- Fold-down table
- Reversible dry-erase magnetic map board with support screen
- Easel board with storage rack

**JEFFERSON**  Fire Center includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen, bookcase enclosure and containment caging
- (3) Fold-down dry-erase writing tables
- (2) Collapsible dry-erase magnetic easel boards and storage rack

**KANSAS**  Center includes:
- Multi-level upper with safety screen
- Dry-erase map board with containment caging and support screen
- Aluminum bookcase enclosure
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- Full-extension drawer (not shown)

**MIDVALE**  Center includes:
- Multi-level platform with safety screen
- Drawer with divider and file drawer
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- Fold-down gates on passenger’s side
- Bookcase enclosure, radio compartment, and pencil tray
- Optional dry-erase reversible magnetic map board with center divider

**ORANGE COUNTY**  Includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- (2) Reversible dry-erase magnetic boards
- LED lighting
- Radio compartment

**SALT LAKE COUNTY**  Includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- File drawer and 2 additional storage drawers
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- (2) Reversible dry-erase magnetic boards
- LED light
FIRST RESPONSE & RESCUE

SLC Carrier includes:
• Upper platform with cutaway and mid-height safety screen
• (2) Drawers coming out of driver's side and tail-end with slam latches
• Fold-down table and pull-out fold-down table
• Dry-erase magnetic map board and support screen

SCOTT COMMAND Carrier includes:
• Upper platform with containment caging and safety screen
• Drawers coming out of driver's side and tail-end with slam latches
• Fold-down table and pull-out fold-down table
• Dry-erase magnetic map board and support screen

YUBA Carrier includes:
• Multi-level platform with board slot and safety screen
• Fold-down table with second shelf and radio panel
• Plywood mounting wall with optional bottle racks
• Map/command board

AURORA Carrier includes:
• Multi-level platform with containment caging on passenger side
• (2) Drawers with keyed latches
• Fold-down gate on upper deck for transport and side board storage

COLORADO Carrier includes:
• Upper platform with safety screen and board slot with SUV cut-out

CROWSNEST Carrier includes:
• Safety screen and fold-down header screen
• Multi-level platform with containment caging
• Fold-down gate on driver's side
• Full-extension drawer with mesh enclosures

HENDERSON Carrier includes:
• Upper platform with fold-down gates and center divider
• Backboard slot, with multiple board guides
• Full-extension drawer

HILLSBOROUGH Carrier includes:
• Upper platform and safety screen
• Plywood mounting wall
• (2) Full-extension equipment trays
• Partition running from front to back
• Middle shelves and dividers and screening

OKLAHOMA Carrier includes:
• Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
• (2) Drawers along driver's side, (2) drawers passenger's side and (1) drawer on front of unit
• Slide-out mounting wall with tray and (2) slides
• Partitions, aluminum compartments, shelves and pencil tray

PORTVILLE Carrier includes:
• Narrow tool rack with safety screen
• Board slot with plywood mounting wall
• Full-extension drawer and fold-down table

WAYNE Carrier includes:
• Multi-level platform, with dividers and caging
• Slide-out plywood mounting wall
• (2) Full-extension drawers and safety screen

WEST CARROL Carrier includes:
• Plywood mounting wall with center partition and safety screen
EQUIPMENT

CEDAR CITY Carrier includes:
- (2) Narrow tool racks with shelving and containment caging
- Multiple aluminum mounting walls
- Optional honeycomb floors shown
- Bottle rack storage and fold-down gates
- Equipment tray

DOW CHEMICAL Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with containment caging
- Second shelf

MILWAUKEE Carrier includes:
- Multi-level platform, with containment caging and safety screen
- Center mesh divider and fold-down gates on lower driver’s side
- Optional drawers not shown

PRATT Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with locking weapons drawer
- Short safety screens and fold-down gates
- Reversible dry-erase command board

BURROUGHS Carrier includes:
- Upper platform and safety screen
- Center mesh divider and second shelf
- Second shelf on driver’s side with fold-down gate on top and bottom
- Multiple slide-out mounting walls
- Optional slide-out equipment trays not shown

RIVERSIDE Carrier includes:
- Multi-level platform with containment caging and safety screen
- Center mesh divider with board slot or slots slot
- Reversible dry-erase magnetic board and mounting wall

FIRE INVESTIGATION

ATF Carrier includes:
- Narrow tool rack with center partition and safety screen
- (2) Full-extension drawers
- Optional weapons box shown

CSI EVIDENCE UNIT Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with safety screen
- Evidence box with paddle latch

FEDERAL Carrier includes:
- Multi-level platform with safety screen and center divider
- (3) Full-extension drawers and aluminum mounting wall
- Aluminum or mesh bookcase enclosure and fold-down table

LEXINGTON Carrier includes:
- Mounting wall with shelf and safety screen
- Upper platform with cutaway

MARION Carrier includes:
- Upper platform, with containment caging and safety screen
- Narrow tool rack with (4) full-extension drawers
- Fold-down table and containment caging
- Passenger’s side second shelf with drawer and fold-down gate

PROVO Carrier includes:
- Upper platform, with center divider and safety screen
- Multiple full-extension drawer package
- Fold-down workable with aluminum bookcase
ExtendoBed slideouts provide secure gear storage and instant access when you need it. Mobile command centers provide on-site organizational ability and communication within seconds. Equipment slideouts store SWAT gear, traffic scales, and crime scene material safely, while efficiently utilizing the space in your vehicle. Be sure to check out our locking weapons drawers and type 3 ATP bomb/day boxes.

“We are thrilled to death with the ExtendoBed. I went through a lot of trouble to find something that would fulfill our needs. I got jerked around by a bunch of fabricating companies. I got overcharged by companies that were just building plywood boxes and charging $8000 for them. We are thrilled with the security of the gun locker, the ease of use, the maximum availability of every inch of space. We could not be happier with this thing.”

— TED HUGHES
Spring Valley NYPD

COMMAND CENTERS

**ALAMANCE** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with safety screen
- Dry-erase magnetic map board and support screen
- Full-extension locking weapons drawer
- Fold-down gates

**ASHEVILLE** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with safety screen and center partition
- Dry-erase magnetic reversible map board and support screen
- Picture shows optional bookcase enclosure and fold-down table

**GROVER BEACH** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with pull-out map drawer
- (2) Side-mounted dry-erase magnetic map boards
- Reversible dry-erase magnetic map board
- (2) Full-extension drawers with containment caging

**HENDERSON PD** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway storage for map boards
- (2) Side-mounted dry-erase fold-down tables
- (2) Side-mounted pull-out magnetic dry-erase boards
- (4) Full-extension drawers

**HLS COMMAND** Carrier includes:
- Narrow tool rack with containment caging and safety screen
- Fold-down table and bookcase enclosure
- Locking type 3 ordnance box

**JEFFERSON PD** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- Radio panel, bookcase enclosure and containment caging
- Fold-down dry-erase table and pencil tray
- (2) Collapsible dry-erase magnetic easel boards and storage rack

**KANSAS AIR GUARD** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper with safety screen
- Reversible dry-erase map board with center support screen
- Aluminum or mesh bookcase enclosure
- Dry-erase fold-down table
- Full-extension drawer

**MTN HOME** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway, center divider and safety screen
- Full-extension drawer
- (2) Reversible magnetic dry-erase map boards
- Fold-down table with bookcase enclosure
- Optional containment caging on lower platform

**PRATT** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with locking weapons drawer
- Short safety screen and fold-down gates
- Reversible dry-erase command board
**RICHMOND** Carrier includes:
- All aluminum construction
- Pull-out equipment tray and fold-down table
- (4) Full-extension drawers and bookcase enclosure
- Custom configuration

**SCOTT AFB** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with containment caging and safety screen
- [2] Drawers driver’s side and tail-end with slam latches
- Dry-erase fold-down table and dry-erase pull-out table
- Dry-erase magnetic map board with support screen

**SCOTTS VALLEY** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with shield slot and safety screen
- Dry-erase map board with support screen
- Drawer on driver’s side and fold-down table
- Aluminum bookcase enclosure

---

**CRIME SCENE / HAZ MAT**

---

**CONNECTICUT** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform and safety screen
- Center divider and containment caging
- Locking evidence box and full-extension drawer
- Fold-down table

**CSI EVIDENCE UNIT** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with safety screen
- Evidence box with paddle latch

**CUSTOM HAZ MAT** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with custom shelving and safety screen
- Center mesh divider and locking evidence box
- Custom drawers and storage
- Aluminum construction

**ELMHURST** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with safety screen
- Fold-down gate
- Fold-down table with aluminum bookcase enclosure

**LA COUNTY HAZ MAT** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- Fold-down gate on lower driver’s side
- Fold-down table with locking weapons drawer and full-extension drawer

**LEXINGTON** Carrier includes:
- Mounting wall with shelf and safety screen
- Upper platform with cutaway

**MADISON** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform with containment caging and safety screen
- Fold-down work table with aluminum or mesh bookcase enclosure

**MORRIS COUNTY HAZ MAT** Carrier includes:
- Upper platform with fold-down gates and safety screen
- Multiple storage compartments with fold-down gates
- Full-extension drawer and fold-down work table

**NEW JERSEY HAZ MAT** Carrier includes:
- Multi-level upper platform, containment caging and safety screen
- Fold-down gates and full-extension drawer
- Rear mounting wall with containment caging
NEW YORK HAZ MAT

- Upper platform, with safety screen
- Custom aluminum trays, compartments for bomb equipment
- Locking compartments and weapons drawers

PROVO

- Upper platform with center divider and safety screen
- Multiple full-extension drawer package
- Fold-down work table

WINSTON

- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- Multiple plywood mounting walls and fold-down table
- 4 Full-extension drawers and containment caging

HLS/TSA

- Narrow tool rack with center partition and safety screen
- Type 3 ATF bomb/day box

COLLIER

- Narrow tool rack with containment caging and safety screen
- Type 3 ATF weapons/day box
- Fold-down table and small bookcase enclosure

DENTON

- Upper platform with cutaway and safety screen
- Sliding equipment/robot tray/ramps
- Locking weapons drawer and evidence box

HENDERSON BOMB UNIT

- Upper platform with safety screen and second shelf
- Locking weapons drawers
- (2) Sliding twin lid locking bomb/ammo boxes
- Driver’s side mesh locking compartment with shelf

LA SWAT VAN

- Upper platform with fold-down gates and safety screen
- Center mesh dividers, storage compartments
- (2) Locking weapons drawers
- (4) Gear storage slide-out mounting walls

RICHMOND PD ORDNANCE

- Type 3 extra-large bomb box
- Safety screen and center partition
- Narrow tool rack with full-extension drawer

SPRING VALLEY

- Upper platform with safety screen and backsplash
- Fold-down table and second shelf
- (2) Locking weapons drawers
- Optional 3rd drawer shown in picture

TUCSON BOMB

- Upper platform with safety screen
- Dry-erase backsplash
- Locking weapons drawer
- Slide-out locking twin lid ammo/bomb box

US C SOG SLIDEOUT

- Full-extension locking weapons drawers
- ATF Type 3 day box
- Slide-out mounting walls
- Command board
- Upper platform with folding containment
Traffic Enforcement

**DC Metro** Slideout includes:
- Upper platform with folding containment caging
- Pull-out trays
- Full-extension drawer
- Multiple storage compartments

**Idaho** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Upper platform with folding containment
- Book enclosure with pencil tray
- Fold-down writing table
- Full-extension drawer
- Multiple storage compartments

**Irvine** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Upper platform with containment
- Storage shelf

**La Van** Slideout includes:
- Locking compartments
- Slide-out mounting wall
- Full-extension locking drawers
- Storage compartments
- Fold-down containment gates

**Madison** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Upper platform with containment
- Storage compartments
- Fold-down writing table

**Mead** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Upper platform with containment
- Storage compartments with fold-down containment
- Optional drawer and fold-down table

**New Jersey** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Open storage area
- Tool rack with containment
- Storage compartments

**Orange County Traffic** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Creeper shelf
- Upper platform with containment
- Storage compartments

**State Police** Slideout includes:
- Full-height safety screen
- Creeper shelf
- Storage compartments

**Thurston** Slideout includes:
- Scale racks
- Fold-down writing table
- Large book enclosure
- Storage compartments
- Passenger-side drawer and fold-down table

**Whitefield** Slideout includes:
- Upper platform with containment
- Full-height safety screen
- Scales rack, 8 scales with 4 scales accessible from each side
Industrial Options

Extendable slideouts are becoming standard equipment in the construction and oil industries. Our slides are built to work reliably and last in extremely rugged environments. Options are unlimited, and more and more industries are discovering ways to better utilize their vehicles. Our slideouts increase efficiency and safety, in addition to accessibility to equipment and ease in loading and unloading. Extendable units organize tools, transport equipment and gear, facilitate loading and unloading, secure storage, and eliminate the need to crawl in and out of the back of your vehicle.

“Here at TD Williamson we have been using the Extendable for nearly eleven years. We are a Pipe Line Services company, and my division deals specifically with the inspection of the large transmission lines around the world. We put our equipment, our tools, and support equipment on the Extendable and drive it all over the United States and Canada. We have never had a bearing fail, a latch fail, or a bed fail. We continually put them to the test on weight. We have replaced wood, made them rock like new again and gotten another 5 years and counting on the original beds we purchased back in 2003. My favorite part of them is I don’t have to crawl into the bed of my truck to get something out. We couldn’t do business without them.”

— DOUG BELNAP
Service Center Supervisor
SLC Western Hemisphere, Pl.

CONSTRUCTION • SURVEYING • GAS-OIL • PESTICIDE • WELDING • UTILITY

BLACKHURST Slideout includes:
• Upper platform with containment
• Large storage area
• Full-height safety screen

CARBON COUNTY SURVEYOR Slideout includes:
• Secure gear storage
• Multiple storage compartments with containment caging

CONO-PHILLIPS Slideout includes:
• Mounting wall
• Full-extension drawer
• Upper platform with containment
• Pull-out tray

CONTRACTOR CADDY Slideout includes:
• Tool rack with containment
• Removable lumber rack
• Full-extension pull-out tray
• Full-extension drawer

DAKOTA Slideout includes:
• Upper platform with containment caging and safety screen
• Center mesh divider, fold-down gate on lower driver’s side
• Full-extension drawer

DOOR TRUCK Slideout includes:
• Reinforced steel platform
• Over 100% Extension
• Up to 2000 lbs. capacity

DUAL SLIDE includes:
• Reinforced platform
• 75% Extension in both directions
• 1800 lbs. capacity

DOW Slideout includes:
• Full-length tool rack with containment
• Storage shelf
• Full-height storage space

EXTENDABLE TRAY includes:
• Stationary upper platform
• 75% Extension pull-out drawer with 1000 lbs. capacity
**GENERATOR UNIT** Slideout includes:
- 100% Extension
- 2000 lbs. capacity

**KENNEWICK SURVEYOR** Slideout includes:
- Tripod storage
- Full extension drawer
- Storage compartments
- Fold-down containment gates

**LA VAN** Slideout includes:
- Locking compartments
- Slide-out mounting wall
- Full-extension locking drawers
- Storage compartments
- Fold-down containment gates

**LUMBER SLIP RACK** Slideout includes:
- Upper platform with containment
- Lumber rack
- Storage under lumber rack

**MANHATTAN** Slideout includes:
- Full extension 60” drawers
- Upper platform with containment caging

**PESTICIDE UNIT** Slideout includes:
- Hose reels
- Ladder rack
- Chemical fill tank
- Locking chemical storage drawer
- Pressure regulation

**PESTICIDE - ALUMINUM** Slideout includes:
- Hose reels
- Ladder rack
- Chemical fill tank
- Locking chemical storage drawer
- Pressure regulation

**SW GAS** Slideout includes:
- All-steel construction
- Narrow profile
- Full-enclosed deck

**TRAILER UNIT** Slideout includes:
- Reinforced platform
- Over 100% Extension
- Up to 3000 lbs. capacity
- Custom design for any application

**TRAILER 2 UNIT** Slideout includes:
- Reinforced platform
- Over 100% Extension
- Up to 3000 lbs. capacity
- Custom design for any application

**TRAILER SIDE MOUNT** Slideout includes:
- Reinforced platform
- Over 100% Extension
- Up to 3000 lbs. capacity

**WELDING TRAY** Slideout includes:
- 75% Extension reinforced slideout platform
- Stationary access platform
- 1000 lbs. capacity
Extendobed patented the first slideout in 1987 and still leads the industry in slides. Our first unit, which was built in 1987, is still operating today. Whether you are a consumer, contractor, or emergency personnel, we will customize our equipment to meet your needs. Our slideouts carry a 20-year warranty and will prove to be one of the best investments you make for your vehicle. Extendobed units are unlike those of any of our competition because they work when they are loaded evenly or unequally, period! You can load 10 people on our heavy-duty slideout and encourage them to jump all they want; it will still pull in and out with ease. Our 27 years of customer satisfaction is proof that our slides will stand up to the tough environments in which they are used.

ALUMINUM SLIDEOUT SUV
includes:
- Aluminum construction
- 100% Extension
- 1000 lbs. capacity

SLIDE WITH DRAWER includes:
- 100% Extension reinforced slideout platform
- 100% Extension drawer with divider
- 1000 lbs. capacity

PROFESSIONAL Slideout includes:
- Reinforced platform
- Over 100% extension
- Up to 1000 lbs. capacity

HD SLIDING DRAWER/TRAY
includes:
- 75% Extension tray
- 75% Extension drawer with divider
- 1000 lbs. capacity

T-PLATFORM includes:
- Reinforced platform with t-shaped to fit wheel wells
- Over 100% extension
- Up to 3000 lbs. capacity

HD SLIDEOUT includes:
- Reinforced platform
- Over 100% extension
- Up to 3000 lbs. capacity

DUAL SLIDE includes:
- Reinforced platform
- 75% Extension in both directions
- 1000 lbs. capacity

2 STAGE PROFESSIONAL includes:
- Reinforced platform
- 75% Extension
- 1000 lbs. capacity

EXTENDOBED TRAY includes:
- Stationary upper platform
- 75% Extension pull-out drawer with 1000 lbs. capacity

“I wanted to take a second and drop you a quick note thanking you for letting me know about the Extendobed product that you introduced me to. What a difference this has made to our company in many ways. First and foremost our employees can safely load and unload the doors out of the back of the pickup truck, no more bending, reaching, pulling and stretching to try and get a door to the point that they can lift it and carry into the building. Secondly it has saved us in replacement costs. We load the doors on with the lift and when we get to the delivery point we extend the bed out and lift the doors of the others instead of dragging one door over the next. We are into our third year with the product and it still works like new. We have loaded 20 doors on at a time and cannot believe how we can easily extend the bed and get to the doors when we get to the job site. You guys have an amazing product! I know every commercial door company would be better off having these installed in their trucks. I am sure that savings in damaged product alone pays for the cost of the unit in one year.
— STEWART JENSEN, AHC
D&A Door and Specialties

Call 208.853.8503 or Toll Free 800.752.0706
ExtendoBed Aluminum units are quickly increasing in popularity. Aluminum saves weight and does not require paint. Our aluminum units will be custom designed to fit your specific needs. Whether you are a veterinarian, fireman, U.S Marshal, or police officer, we can design a sturdy, lightweight product to meet your needs.

“Working great. We will not buy anything other than your units. I will let you know for future purchases.”

– JARED SEVERSON
Electronics Group Lead

**CASCADE** Unit Includes:
- Full-extension drawer with fold-down table
- Removable radio compartment
- Fold-down gates and full height safety screen
- Reversible map board

**SPARTAN** Slideout Includes:
- Aluminum construction
- Full-extension equipment trays
- Slide-out mounting wall and storage compartments

**DRAWER W/COMPARTMENTS**
Aluminum drawer with locking box and individual compartments

**TUCSON** Slideout Includes:
- Full-extension locking weapons drawer
- Work table and Type 3 ATV bomb/day box
- Upper platform storage with safety screen

**INTERSTATE** Unit Includes:
- Aluminum construction with fold-down gates and safety screen
- (3) Full-extension drawers and aluminum mounting wall

**STAFFORD** Unit Includes:
- (3) Drawers and a pull-out fold-down Dry erase table

**ESCAPE - RICHMOND** Carrier Includes:
- All-aluminum construction
- Pull-out equipment tray
- (4) Full-extension drawers
- Custom configuration

**JENSEN FD12** Custom Slideout Includes:
- Multiple locking storage compartments
- Pull-out equipment trays
- (4) Full-extension drawers
- Equipment-mounting walls and containment caging

**MIDLAND & FDIC UNITS**
Slideout Includes:
- Aluminum construction
- (4) Full-extension locking drawers
- Upper storage platform
When you do not need a slide but want the back of your vehicle organized and secure, our stationary units are a great solution. They provide secure storage and enable you to make efficient use of the back of your vehicle. We offer customized configurations that meet the needs of any industry. Our stationary units are constructed of aluminum or steel and will outlast any competitors’ product.

**EMS TRAY** includes:
- Full-extension drawer
- Pull-out table
- Upper platform storage

**HOMELAND SECURITY** includes:
- Custom ATG Type 3 day/bomb
- Upper storage with containment caging

**HUNTINGTON** includes:
- Full-extension drawer
- Pull-out map board
- Under-cabinet storage

**MARSHAL EQUINOX** includes:
- Aluminum construction
- Full-extension locking drawer
- Locking evidence compartment
- Storage compartment

**MARSHAL EXPLORER** includes:
- Aluminum construction
- Full-extension locking drawer
- Locking evidence compartment

**MARSHAL CAR** includes:
- Aluminum construction
- Full-extension locking drawer

**MIDLAND** includes:
- Aluminum construction
- Full-extension locking drawers
- Safety screen

**McCALL UNIT** includes:
- 4 Drawers and a fold-down Dry-erase table

**MTN HOME STATIONARY** includes:
- Full-extension locking weapons drawer with underneath storage
- Pull-out fold-down table

"It is so nice to buy a product that gives you more than you expect."

– TOM HELSPER
Pioneer Construction
Our Sportsman units can be custom configured to fit your outdoor needs. Our slideouts store your gear safely, efficiently, and out of the way. Haul your boat, four wheeler, or big game on the upper platform. You can even unfold an instant worktable to meet your camping needs. Check back in the near future to see our survival slide and our new tailgater options.

“Everybody in the company loves the Extendobed! "Go get something out of the truck" has taken on a whole new meaning. Our knees thank you! It paid for itself in a matter of weeks. Attracts crowds whenever I pull it out."

— Eric Kazakoff
San Diego, CA

**SPORTSMAN HUNTING**

- Reinforced oversize upper platform
- Full extension drawers with gun storage
- Insulated cooler drawers

**SPORTSMAN HUNTING 2**

- Full sized coolers

**SPORTSMAN HUNTING 3**

- Gun holders and Ammo boxes

**SPORTSMAN FISHING**

- Reinforced oversize upper platform
- Full extension drawers with fishing rod storage
- Insulated cooler drawers

**SPORTSMAN FISHING 2**

- Live well or Ice box

**SPORTSMAN FISHING 3**

- Cleaning table with drawer

**COMING SOON:**

**SURVIVAL SLIDE**

- Generator tray, cooking area, food and fuel storage
- Fuel containers, water storage, and ice coolers
- Slide in and out function so the unit can be stored when not in use.

**TAILGATER**

- Integrated grills and cooking area
- Full extension drawers with lazy susan
- Entertainment package and Ice cooler options
Dealing with an animal is difficult enough without having to climb in and out of your truck to access the equipment you need. Our Farrier slideouts give you easy access to tools, shoes, and an extendable worktable. We have served the farrier industry for years and developed slideouts that are one of the best investments a farrier can buy; they increase efficiency, promote safety, and save vulnerable backs and knees.

**Farrier Slideouts**

- Steel or aluminum deck
- Narrow tool rack
- 16-240 shoe rack with optional drawer

---

**Connely Farrier**

**Belmont Farrier**

**Kentucky Farrier**
Outfitting your slideout with custom accessories makes your unit the perfect fit for your specific needs. ExtendoBed offers the products necessary for each profession and customizes to the specific actions of our customers. Whether you require a slide-out mounting board, scale racks, locking gun drawers, or farrier equipment, you will find that our high quality accessories exceed your expectations. By adding the appropriate components to your ExtendoBed slideout, you will significantly increase the efficiency and organizational capabilities of your vehicle.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EASEL BOARD</th>
<th>LOCKING WEAPONS DRAWER</th>
<th>TWIN LID BOMB-ORDNANCE BOX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATF TYPE III DAY BOX</td>
<td>FOLD DOWN GATES</td>
<td>FOLD DOWN TABLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOOK CASE ENCLOSURE</td>
<td>BOARD SLOT</td>
<td>AWNING FULLY INSTALLED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVIDENCE LOCKER</td>
<td>BOTTLE RACKS</td>
<td>PULL OUT FOLD DOWN TABLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TESTIMONIALS

EXTREMELY PLEASED
We are extremely pleased with the Extendedbed we purchased from you. We have it in service and it seems to be working well for us. If we can say anything about it we absolutely love it! Thanks for working with us on the design we wanted.

LANNY WHITAKER
Assistant Chief
C C Camp Fire Department

LOOKING FORWARD
We will be using your company, exclusively from now on for any type of order like this from our customers. I look forward to working with your company in the future.

ROB STEIZ
Sales Manager
Valley Fire Equipment

20 YEAR WARRANTY
Extendedbed has been in business for over 27 years. We have custom slides in Emergency and work vehicles that are still operating after 27 years. Our units have proven their durability time and time again in the most extreme conditions. Vehicles will wear out, but our Extendedbed custom units will not. Additionally, your unit can be transferred from vehicle to vehicle; however, we prefer no more than 5 transfers, as we would like to sell you a new one at some point. Extendedbed units are an equipment investment that will outlast any other product you buy. In honor of our durability, we are now offering a 20-year limited warranty on our products. You can purchase your Extendedbed knowing that it will service your department’s needs for years to come.

CUSTOMIZATION

When you want to make changes to fit specific types of equipment or particular requirements, Extendedbed can make it happen! Our experienced engineers listen to your needs and will design your custom carrier accordingly. Whether the unit is for robots, bomb detecting equipment, or any of your other necessities, we can make a carrier that is right for you.

BODY BOARD SLOTS

THANK YOU
Extendedbed would like to thank the thousands of emergency personnel who use our equipment.

We appreciate your service and the confidence you have placed in our products over the last 27 years.

We pride ourselves in making sure our products meet the needs of our customers and look forward to working with you in the future.